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The outer membrane b-barrel trans-membrane
proteins in gram-negative bacteria are folded into
the membrane with the aid of polypeptide trans-
port-associated (POTRA) domains. These domains
occur, and probably function, as a tandem array situ-
ated on the periplasmic side of the outer membrane.
Two crystal structures and one NMR study have
attempted to define the structure and articulation of
the POTRA domains of the Escherichia coli, proto-
typic Omp85 protein BamA. We have used pulsed
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to determine
the distance and distance distribution between
(1-Oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl)meth-
anethiosulfonate spin labels (MTSSL), placed across
the domain interface of the first two POTRA domains
of BamA. Our results show tightly defined interdo-
main distance distributions that indicate a well-
defined domain orientation. Examination of the
known structures revealed that none of them fitted
the EPR data. A combination of EPR and NMR data
was used to generate converged structures with
defined domain-domain orientation.
INTRODUCTION
The targeting of proteins to correct cellular compartments is
a critical requirement in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, and
machineries exist to ensure accurate and efficient localization
of proteins to their appropriate final destination. The insertion
of b-barrel proteins into the outer membranes of gram-negative
bacteria and mitochondria, and the translocation of proteins
across the outer chloroplast envelope, all require the action of
an evolutionary conserved protein, Omp85 (Gentle et al., 2005;
Knowles et al., 2009). The Omp85 family of proteins comprises
two domain types, a membrane-integral b-barrel domain and
a peripheral domain containing between one and five repeats
of a conserved polypeptide transport associated (POTRA)
domain. Omp85 proteins are usually found as part of a complexStructure 17, 1187–11with other, nonconserved proteins that maymodulate function or
substrate recognition (Paschen et al., 2003; Schnell et al., 1994;
Wu et al., 2005).
Currently it is unclear how Omp85 proteins function in the
transport of proteins into and across membranes. Some data
(Kim et al., 2007) suggested that all five POTRA domains were
important for the correct functioning of BamA and also demon-
strated a role for the POTRA domains in the interaction with
a second component of the protein translocation and folding
machinery, BamB (YfgL). Bos et al. (2007) failed to find a signifi-
cant effect on deletion of the first four POTRA domains of
Neissera meningitidis Omp85 but did find that the C-terminal
POTRA domain was essential to function. A high-resolution
crystal structure of Bordetella pertussis FhaC, a member of this
family, revealed that the C-terminal part of the protein forms
a 16-stranded b-barrel with a pore occluded by an a-helical
plug (Clantin et al., 2007). The two POTRA domains of FhaC,
which are essential for its function, protrude into the periplasmic
space and are strongly implicated in the recognition of the
substrate protein, FHA (Hodak et al., 2006). High-resolution
structures of combinations of POTRA domains of the E. coli
Omp85 homolog, BamA, using either X-ray crystallography or
NMR, have also been reported (Gatzeva-Topalova et al., 2008;
Kim et al., 2007; Knowles et al., 2008). The overall structure
of each POTRA domain shows good agreement; however,
the orientation of the domains relative to each other differs
significantly.
It has been demonstrated that the POTRA domains of BamA
bind the peptides that correspond to b strands of nascent outer
membrane proteins and that each POTRA domain acts as an
independent binding unit. This suggested amechanismwhereby
the tandem POTRA domains facilitate processive sliding of the
substrate toward the membrane-localized components of
the machinery and/or co-operate to effect tertiary folding of the
substrate (Knowles et al., 2008). Clearly, the positioning of
POTRA domains relative to each other is critical to assist in either
of these processes.
Four structures, three crystal and one NMR, have been
reported for the POTRA domains of the BamA family (Clantin
et al., 2007; Gatzeva-Topalova et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2007;
Knowles et al., 2008). Two of the crystal structures (PDB codes
2qcz and 3efc) cover the first four domains and a small fraction94, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1187
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORFigure 1. Structures for the POTRA Domains of BamA, Overlaid on Domain 2
(A) 2qcz and 3efc, four tandem domain crystal structures.
(B) Domains 1 and 2 from 2qcz and 3efc.
(C) Family of 20 NMR structures 2v9h.of the fifth and final POTRA domain. The NMR structure covers
the first two domains only. The two crystal structures and the
NMR structure are very similar with regard to the individual
POTRA domains; however, the relative orientations of the
tandem POTRA domains deviate substantially between crystal
structures (Figure 1A). The NMR structure was defined by 2709
NOE restraints, and yet only three of these short distance
restraints joined amino acids from both domains. It is not
surprising that, with so few interdomain distance restraints, the
relative orientation of the two tandem POTRA domains was not
rigidly defined (Figure 1C). The first two POTRA domains from
the two crystal structures are quite close to each other with
regard to domain orientation, although they are not identical
(Figure 1B). It was also noted that the orientations observed in
the crystal structures were not represented within the family of
NMR-derived structures. In support of the highly dynamic NMR
structure, it has been noted that certain key residues situated
at the domain-domain interface were in intermediate exchange
and that the loop joining b1 to a1, which is situated at the dimer
interface, was loosely structured (Knowles et al., 2008).
Pulsed ELectron DOuble Resonance (PELDOR) is an EPR
technique that can provide distance measurement between
spin labels (Jeschke et al., 2002; Martin et al., 1998; Milov
et al., 1981; Pannier et al., 2000; Schiemann and Prisner,
2007). Because of the nature of the measurement and the relax-
ation properties of nitroxide spin labels, the distances available
to this technique are limited to between approximately 20 A˚
and 80 A˚. This available distance range is, however, ideal for
gaining information about interdomain orientation in modular1188 Structure 17, 1187–1194, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltproteins. Good PELDOR data (high signal-to-noise with a fully
described oscillation and decay) also provide a description of
the distance distribution between spin labels that can aid in the
interpretation of the results. In techniques that rely on labeling,
such as PELDOR and FRET, interpretation of the position of
the underlying macromolecular structure based on observations
made on the labels has always been problematic and involves
some accommodation of linker flexibility in the calculation (Fini-
guerra et al., 2008; Norman et al., 2000). Previous attempts have
been made to use EPR data to determine de novo protein struc-
ture (Alexander et al., 2008; Sale et al., 2005).
Our approach to this has been to use simple molecular
dynamics to describe linker flexibility and so define a large
ensemble of representative spin positions at each surface
label-position. Creating an ensemble of positions allows for the
prediction of approximate spin-spin distance distributions and
modal distance values from any available structure. Immediate
comparison of measured and predicted distance distributions
can be made to test a given underlying structure against
PELDOR-derived distances. In this work, we have been able to
test the two crystal structures and the family of 20 NMR-derived
structures against PELDOR data gathered from three double
spin-labeled POTRA domain 1 and 2 constructs.
The mixing of PELDOR-derived long distances with a vast
number of much shorter and more approximate NMR-derived
distances provides a means to obtain structures with both
long- and short-range definition. We have used PELDOR to
show that the domain-domain orientation between POTRA
domains 1 and 2 is far more restricted than predicted by NMR.d All rights reserved
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORUsing simple molecular dynamics, we have defined synthetic
spin-label ensembles and then, fixing these ensembles relative
to the underlying domain structure, we have refined the
domain-domain orientation using simulated annealing restrained
by both NMR- and PELDOR-derived distance information. The
domain-domain structures obtained by this refinement agree
with the combined distance data, and we propose that these
structures represent the true solution state conformation of the
two POTRA domains.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mutation, Expression, and Spin Labeling of POTRA
Domains
To generate distances across the domain-domain boundary of
POTRA domains 1 and 2, surface exposed residues situated
within conserved secondary structure were selected for spin
labeling.
The POTRA domains 1 and 2 were mutated to give constructs
incorporating cysteine residues at positions 44 plus 109, 61 plus
109, and 78 plus 109 (see Figure S1 available online). Trans-
formed E. coli were grown, protein production was induced,
and the expressed protein was purified. The proteins were
spin-labeledwithMTSSL, and this was confirmed bymass spec-
tral analysis.
Sample Preparation, Data Acquisition, and Analysis
Samples for PELDOR were prepared by buffer exchange and
were finally made up to give 100 ml of 100 mM protein in D2O
buffer and 50% deuterated glycerol. PELDOR experiments
were run at X-band, measuring the oscillations out to either
4.5 ms (61–109) or 6 ms (78–109 and 44–109).
Data were processed using DeerAnalysis2006 (Jeschke et al.,
2006). Tikhonov regularization with an alpha value of 100 was
used to obtain distance distributions (Figure 2). The alpha value
was chosen after inspection of the L-curves, which show a clear
inflection at around alpha 100 for both 78–109 and 44–109. The
L-curve for construct 61–109 did not show a clear inflection, and
so a value of 100 was also used for these data in order to allow
direct comparison. The distance distributions were reasonably
clean with only small long-distance artifacts in 78–109 and 44–
109, which are characteristic of background correction artifacts.
Very small peaks at shorter distances are either artifactual or
represent sample impurities or, possibly, the presence of aminor
conformation. Modal distances were measured to be 41.6 A˚ for
44–109, 41.1 A˚ for 61–109, and 51.8 A˚ for 78–109 (Table S1). The
position and particularly the width of the distributions immedi-
ately showed that the two domains were in a relatively defined
orientation toward each other.
Distance and Distribution Comparisons to Known
Structures
There have been three structures published for POTRA domains
1 and 2 of BamA—two crystal structures and one NMR study,
resulting in a refined family of 20 members. To predict the modal
distances and distributions for the known POTRA 1 and 2 struc-
tures, we needed to define the likely distribution of spin-label
conformations for each labeling site. The coordinates of each
structure were modified to incorporate MTSSL bearing cysteineStructure 17, 1187–1residues at positions 44, 61, 78, and 109. Simplified molecular
dynamics (no electrostatics, repulsive only van der Waals,
bond angle, and dihedral potentials) was performed, with
backbone atoms (C, N, and O) restrained by a weak harmonic
function. From an extended run of dynamics at moderate
temperature, 99 individual spin-label conformations were gener-
ated (Figure S2) for each structure; all pairs of distances between
the spin-label nitrogen atoms were calculated, binned into 1 A˚
lots, and displayed as graphs (Figure 3). The modal distances
and deviations are tabulated in Table S1.
From comparison of the experimental and synthetic modal
distances, as shown in Table S1, it could be seen that none of
the structures, either crystal or NMR, fitted the data absolutely.
The NMR data are, in the majority of cases, particularly bad
with regard to their fit to the PELDOR distance data.
It is interesting to note that the distribution line-widths derived
from the PELDOR data are not uniform. The distribution derived
from spin-labeled positions 44–109 is the largest, with 78–109
being second and 61–109 having the smallest line-width. The
synthetic distributions derived from molecular dynamics on the
crystal structures show some agreement in ranking of line-
widths, with the distribution 44–109 being the broadest in both
cases. Distributions 61–109 and 78–109 are reversed relative
to the PELDOR-derived distribution line-widths. The NMR family
members show much larger variation in relative distance distri-
butions. Previous studies have attempted to analyze MTSSL
structural mobility utilizing EPR, amino acid mutation, and crys-
tallography (Langen et al., 2000; Guo et al., 2008). The synthetic
distribution data described here, derived from the NMR family,
are of particular interest in that the only factor that discriminates
between the individual simulations is that the peptide backbone
conformations vary slightly between family members (this being
the only part of the structures that are restrained during
dynamics and show an initial variation due to the prior NMR
refinement procedure). The variation in available conformational
space sampled by the MTSSL, although generally similar, is
sufficiently different to suggest that subtle changes in peptide
backbone geometry are having a significant effect on the
calculated distributions, even if the fundamental distributions
are defined by the underlying secondary structure and the
surrounding amino acid side chains. Even the subtle variation
in tertiary structure between the two very similar crystal struc-
tures is enough to produce significant differences in synthetic
distributions. In this study, the question of distance distribution
accuracy and prediction was not pursued any further, but the
synthetic distributions were used as a means of translating
spin-spin distance restraints to the protein structure.
Analysis based solely on modal distances showed that the
crystal structures, although fitting the 44–109 distance quite
well, fitted poorly with 78–109 and badly with 61–109 (Figure 3;
Table S1). Comparison of the PELDOR-derived modal distances
with the data synthesized from the NMR family showed a wide
range disagreement. The simple observation that the PELDOR-
derived distance distributions are relatively narrow is enough to
strongly imply that the POTRA domains are tightly orientated
with respect to each other, an observation that is at odds with
the NMR structural family.
From simple analysis of these data, we conclude that the NMR
structures do not truly represent the domain-domain orientation194, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1189
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORFigure 2. PELDOR Data and Distance Distributions
Left column, L-curves. Middle column, dipolar oscillations (black), fitted baseline (red), corrected dipolar oscillation (gray), and Tikhonov fit (dark red). Right
column, Tikhonov derived distance distributions.of the POTRA domains. That none of the NMR structures comes
particularly close to fitting the distributions may or may not be
significant, but is possibly accidental.
Careful examination of the crystal structures and the ensemble
of spin-label positions (Figure S2) leads to the conclusion that
the lack of fit to the PELDOR data is a real structural difference
rather than an accident of predicted spin-label flexibility. Indeed,
with only three distances to consider, it is possible to visualize
a minimal change in angle and twist of the crystal structure
domains, which would bring the distributions into line with the
PELDOR data.
Molecular Dynamics Refinement Using PELDOR
Restraints
Although superficial observation of the spin-label distributions
calculated from the available structures allowed us to rule out1190 Structure 17, 1187–1194, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Lthe NMR-derived domain-domain orientations and also allowed
us to predict relatively small reorientations in the crystal struc-
tures to bring them into agreement with the PELDOR data,
a more rigorous refinement of the domain orientations against
the PELDOR data would be more satisfactory. The inclusion of
PELDOR-derived distances into a structure refinement is some-
what problematic. A number of approaches have been taken
previously to incorporate distances from labels positioned on
flexible tethers (Norman et al., 2000; Iwahara et al., 2004; Sale
et al., 2005; Alexander et al., 2008). After some trial and consid-
eration, none of the previous approaches was used. The method
chosen was based on the generation of spin-label distributions
by simple molecular dynamics, as used previously in this study,
for the generation of synthetic distance distributions. The un-
paired electron within each spin label is predicted to reside
between the nitrogen and oxygen atoms of the nitroxide grouptd All rights reserved
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORFigure 3. Synthetic Distance Distributions
Graphs showing combined PELDOR data and synthesized distance distributions for structures 3efc, 2qcz, and 2v9h (boxes 1–20). Distances are shown in
nm: 109–44 (blue), 109–61 (red), and 109–78 (black).(Yasui et al., 2000). Multiple positions for the nitroxide nitrogen
atom were generated, and the individual nitroxide nitrogen
atoms were incorporated into a ‘‘super residue’’ with the under-
lying cysteine residue. Simulated annealing was carried out
using Xplor-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2003), in which the backbone
atoms and the spin-label-cysteine super residues within each
separate domain (residues 21 to 89 or residues 94 to 172) were
kept restrained by a noncrystallographic symmetry constraint
to a reference structure. NOE type distance restraints were
imposed between the relevant spin ensembles using a center
averaging protocol. Published NOE and dihedral restraints
(Knowles et al., 2008) were also included. High-temperature
simulated annealing was carried out on each crystal structure
and all 20members of the NMR family. This quite straightforwardStructure 17, 1187–11approach to EPR distance incorporation gave domain-domain
orientations with surprising precision. Multiple refinement utiliz-
ing different starting trajectories was used to obtain a small
family of PELDOR-refined structures derived from each crystal
structure. The refinements converged to reasonably tight fami-
lies of structures with essentially the same domain-domain
orientation. There was an RMSD for backbone atoms of 0.5 A˚
and 0.6 A˚ for 3efc and 2qcz, respectively (Figures 4A and 4B).
NMR restraints were satisfied, and recalculated distance
distributions showed close agreement to those observed in the
PELDOR experiment (Figure S3). Comparison of the average
refined structures with the original crystal structures showed
a small but significant reorientation of the domain-domain inter-
face (Figure 4C).94, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1191
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORTheNMR structures were refined with similar precision, gener-
ating a family of final structures (Figure 4D) close to that of the
refined crystal structures but with a total spread of structures
with an RMSD of 1.43 A˚ for backbone atoms. All refined struc-
tures gave good agreement with the modal distances observed
in the PELDOR experiments. It was possible to generate an
average structure because the PELDOR-refined NMR structures
were now close in overall shape (Figure 4E), and this average
structure showed remarkable agreement with the refined crystal
structures, giving an RMSD for all backbone atoms of 0.79 A˚
(Figure 4F). The RMSD between domains of the two crystal
structures, taken individually, was 0.50 A˚ (second domain) and
0.68 A˚ (first domain).
Figure 4. Cartoon Representations of PELDOR Refined POTRA
Domains and Comparison to Crystal Structures
(A) PELDOR refined 3efc, average structure in red (Ca atoms of residues
93–173 superimposed).
(B) PELDOR refined 2qcz, average structure in magenta (Ca atoms of residues
93–173 superimposed).
(C) Comparison of average PELDOR-refined structures, red andmagenta, with
starting crystal structures, gray and black (Ca atoms of residues 93–173 super-
imposed).
(D) Overlaid PELDOR data refined NMR structures (Ca atoms of residues
93–173 superimposed).
(E) Overlaid PELDOR data refined NMR structures (superimposed over all
Ca atoms).
(F) Average structures of PELDOR refined POTRA domains, NMR derived
(green), 3efc derived (red), 2qcz derived (magenta) And (superimposed over
all Ca atoms).1192 Structure 17, 1187–1194, September 9, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier LConclusion
In this study, we have shown that the published structures for
POTRA domains 1 and 2 do not agree with the data obtained
from the PELDOR experiments. The NMR structures are the
farthest from the PELDOR data; furthermore, the prediction
made from the NMR data that the domain-domain interface is
flexible is not supported by the data presented here. We have
shown that PELDOR-derived distance data can be incorporated
along with the much shorter NMR-derived distance data to aid in
the refinement of the domain orientation. As a result of the use
of symmetry constraints used to keep the spin ensembles
constant relative to the individual domain backbones, many of
the NMR-derived restraints would have been redundant.
However, the refinements with only PELDOR-derived restraints
did not converge well, the number of long-distance restraints
being insufficient to solely define the domain-domain positions.
The published NMR restraints include only three NOE restraints
that cross the domain-domain boundary (Lys89-Asp126, Lys89-
Arg127, and Glu73-Ser124), and removal of these had only
marginal effect on the PELDOR/NMR refined structures (data
not shown). Only five NOE restraints have any direct influence
on the conformation of the linker (residues 90–92) between the
two domains, and from the exact nature of these restraints,
the effect on orientation would be expected to be minimal. The
restraints that influence the conformation of the side chains,
making up the domain-domain interface, appear to have a large
effect on thePELDOR refinement.We anticipate thatwith a larger
number of PELDOR-derived distance restraints, domain-domain
orientation could be more tightly defined. Although it would
be possible, if not desirable, to include data from other sources,
such as residual dipolar coupling NMR data, it is entirely con-
ceivable that data from PELDOR could be used to define the
orientation of domains in the absence of any other experimental
restraints and be based on domain structures derived from crys-
tallography, NMR, or indeed homology-based models.
Although this study is largely methodological, we would note
that the observation of restricted domain-domain orientation
may have significant implications to the possible binding of the
POTRA domains to unfolded outer-membrane proteins. These
unfolded proteins have been hypothesized to interact with the
b sheets of the POTRA domains in the process of being chaper-
oned to the site of membrane insertion (Knowles et al., 2008).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Expression, Purification, and Spin-Labeling of POTRA Mutants
The BamA/Yaet (P0A940) coding sequence (codon optimized for E. coli K12),
spanning amino acid residues 1–173, which includes POTRA domain 1 and 2,
was cloned into the Nde1/Xho1 site of the pET26b vector (Novagen). Mutants
(M109C in combination with N61C, L44C, and L78C, respectively) were gener-
ated essentially using the Quikchange site-directed mutagenesis protocol
(Stratagene) and were verified by sequencing. Freshly transformed E. coli
BL21(DE3) cells were cultivated at 37C in 50 ml of Luria-Bertani broth (LB)
containing 50 mg/ml kanamycin and 0.2% glucose, which was used as inoc-
ulum of the 1 l main culture (grown at 37C in selective LB supplemented
with 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM CaCl2 using baffled 5 l Erlenmeyer flasks).
The temperature was lowered to 25C when the cells had reached an optical
density of 0.6–0.8 at l = 600 nm, and synthesis of the recombinant protein was
induced with 1 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside. Cells were har-
vested after 14 hr and resuspended in buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate
[pH 8.0], 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 10% [w/v] glycerol). Cellstd All rights reserved
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Orientation of a Domain Pair Determined by PELDORwere broken by two passages through a French Press (Thermo), and the
homogenate was centrifuged at 150,000 g for 60 min at 4C. The resulting
supernatant was supplemented with 25 mM imidazole and loaded on a
Ni-NTA column. After a four-column volume wash step in the same buffer,
the recombinant protein was eluted by applying a linear imidazole gradient
(25–250 mM over 20 CV). The late elution fractions were pooled, concentrated
using a spin-concentrator (Sartorius), and applied on a Superdex 75 gel filtra-
tion column (GE healthcare) equilibrated with vacuum degassed buffer con-
taining 10 mM Tris (pH 7.8) and 25 mM NaCl. Amounts of purified protein
obtained were approximately 4 mg/L. The eluted protein were mixed immedi-
ately with a 10-fold molar excess of MTSSL (from a 10 mg/ml stock solution in
dimethylformamide) and incubated for 12 hr at 8C.
The 372 Da mass shift (for dual MTSSL labeling) was monitored by MALDI-
TOF analysis performed at the University of Dundee ‘‘Fingerprints’’ Proteomics
Facility using an Applied Biosystems Voyager DE-STR spectrometer.
EPR Sample Preparation
The spin-labeled POTRA samples (N61C-M109C, L44C-M109C, and L78C-
M109C) were buffer exchanged into 10 mM Tris (pH 7.8) and 25 mM NaCl in
D2O and then were diluted 50%(v/v) with deuterated glycerol to generate
a 100 ml PELDOR sample. Samples were transferred into clear fused quartz
EPR tubes (OD 4 mm, ID 3 mm; Fluorochem, Cat. No. 707-SQ-250M). Just
prior to loading, the sample into the EPR machine they were first flash frozen
by being immersed into liquid nitrogen.
EPR Data Collection
PELDOR experiments were carried out using a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 spec-
trometer operating at X-band with a dielectric ring resonator and a Bruker
400 U second microwave source unit. All measurements were made at 50 K
with an overcoupled resonator, giving a Q factor of approximately 100. The
video bandwidth was set to 20 MHz. The four pulse, dead-time free PELDOR
sequence was used, with the pump pulse frequency positioned at the center of
the nitroxide spectrum; the frequency of the observer pulses was increased by
80 MHz. The observer sequence used a 32 ns p-pulse; the pump p-pulse was
typically 28 ns. The experiment repetition time was 4 ms. The number of scans
accumulated for the N61C-M109C, L44C-M109C, and L78C-M109C POTRA
mutants was 769, 688, and 568, respectively. The number of time points for
the N61C-M109C, L44C-M109C, and L78C-M109C mutants was 234, 309,
and 309, respectively. For all experiments 50 data points were recorded at
each time point.
PELDOR Data Analysis
PELDOR data were analyzed as follows using the DeerAnalysis 2006 software
package (Jeschke et al., 2006). The dipolar coupling evolution data were cor-
rected for background echo decay using a homogeneous three-dimensional
spin distribution. The starting time for the background fit was optimized to
give the best fit Pake pattern in the fourier transformed data and the lowest










The angle q is between the spin-spin vector r and the direction of the applied
magnetic field, mB is the Bohrmagneton, m0 is the permeability of free space, gA
and gB are the g values for the two spin labels A and B, and r is the spin-spin
distance, assuming the exchange coupling constant can be neglected. If
a resolved perpendicular turning point feature is observed in the spectrum,
a mean distance can be inferred.
The background corrected data were analyzed using Tikhonov regulariza-
tion. The alpha term, a measure of the peak widths, used was judged by refer-
ence to a calculated L-curve. The L-curve is a plot of the alpha term against
quality of fit, measured by mean square deviation between the experimental
data and the simulation. The most appropriate alpha term to be used is at
the corner of the L-curve, since this provides the best compromise between
smoothness (artifact suppression) and fit to the experimental data.
Spin Label Dynamics (Generation of Synthetic Distributions)
Coordinates were taken from PDB codes 2v9h, 2qcz, or 3efc and were
mutated within PyMol (DeLano, 2002) to replace required amino acid positionsStructure 17, 1187–11with cysteine. Parameter and topology files for MTSSL were created using
PRODG (Schuttelkopf and van Aalten, 2004). Coordinates for the MTSSL
spin label were generated and minimized using the program Ghemical and
then melded with the protein structures by common atom superposition within
PyMol. Molecular dynamics, using XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2003), was
used to first generate distributions for each spin label attached to a cysteine
mutant site. Backbone C, N, and O atoms were restrained by harmonic func-
tion to initial positions, and the unrestrained atoms were allowed to move
under molecular dynamics at a temperature of 400K. Structures were taken
at regular intervals, and the distance between pairs of spin-label nitroxide
nitrogen atoms were calculated, binned in 1 A˚ groups to give synthetic
distance distributions.
Spin-Label Dynamics (Use of Spin-Label Distributions
in Refinement)
To utilize PELDOR-derived distance distributions in molecular dynamics
refinement, spin-label structure distributions were generated as described,
and then the nitroxide nitrogen positions were extracted and combined to
generate a novel residue composed of a cysteine derivatized with MTSSL
and 100 nitroxide nitrogen atoms. The starting structures for refinement con-
sisted of two POTRA domains derived from 3efc, 2qcz, or 2v9h (20 structures)
containing spin-distributions at positions 109, 44, 61, and 78. By use of a non-
crystallographic symmetry constraint to a nonmobile reference copy, the spin
distributions along with the backbone atoms of atoms within the appropriate
domain were heavily restrained. The applied symmetry constraint allowed
domain-domain movement but retained the nitroxide nitrogen distribution
around the cysteine and the local protein fold. PELDOR-derived distances
were applied as center averaged restraints, along with NMR restraints, as
previously reported (Knowles et al., 2008). A simulated annealing protocol
was used within Xplor-NIH in which the structures were first heated to
1000K without experimental restraints. Experimental restraints PELDOR
and NMR were introduced, and dynamics continued at 1000K followed by
cooling and energy minimization. Simulated annealing was repeated several
times for each crystal structure using different initial assignment of velocities.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental data include three figures and one table and may be found
with this article online at http://www.cell.com/structure/supplemental/S0969-
2126(09)00294-9.
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